We present a new family of exact solutions for the Einstein equations that describes colliding gravitational shock waves with cross polarization. In the limit of single polarization it reduces to a family that, up to a transformation of its metric functions, is distinct from the well-known Szekeres family. Furthermore, this family of solutions does not belong to the largest family found recently by Ferrari, Iba5ez, and Bruni.
I. INTRODUCTION In recent years there has been revived interest in physics literature on the topic of colliding gravitational waves (CGW's) in general relativity. ' From the physics standpoint, among the topics discussed so far, the emergence of essential space-time singularities dominates. This distinctive singularity feature of colliding pure plane gravitational waves emerges in contrast with its cylindrical ' and pure electromagnetic counterparts, for in the latter case an imperative singularity does not arise.
In this paper we shall derive a new family of CGW's with a cross (second) polarization that does not belong to the largest family found by Ferrari, Iba5ez, and Bruni. ' However, our family of solutions does not have anything new to contribute to the singularity aspect in the topic of CGW's. In this sense, it does not contradict the generic singularity nature of the resulting space-time subsequent to the collision. In particular, horizons do not form around the singularities of our space-times. From a physical point of view these solutions represent colliding gravitational shock waves with various wave fronts. Impulse waves occur in the family for the special choice of our parameters.
In the limit of linear (single) polarization our family reduces to a family that is related to the well-known Szekeres' (S) family by a transformation of the metric components that will be described in the paper. 2 V» -U"V"-U, V"= -2 tanh W'( V"W, + V, W"), (2) 2 W""-U"R'"-U"W"=2V"V,sinh W cosh 8' . (3) In obtaining new solutions for colliding waves in general relativity, oblate-(prolate-)type coordinates proved to be useful and therefore we shall follow a similar trend by defining new coordinates~and~b y u "1 (1 v "2)l/2+v "2 (1
where n, and n2 are arbitrary Szekeres (S) parameters, such that n; )2. We would like to add that the geometry of COW's We proceed now with the following parametrization of the complex potential r):
We require now Ernst's E, defined in (16) 
where U and X are given in (5) and (23), respectively. The incoming metrics for region II and III are found by setting u =0 and u =0, respectively, and since these regions have common aspects, we shall study only region II. We obtain region II functions by substituting~=0 = u: U""=U"U, ,
We have discussed elsewhere ' ' that such a relation be- Szekeres' as nl /2 -1 n2I2 -1 n, n, u n pi (1 r)X,Y, -(1 -o )-X Y n'+1 n' p' (1 -H)x', -(1 -')x'.
The integration of M follows from the integrability Eqs.
(28) and (29) and the result is M = -, 'X --, ' I dX X' +4Poe sinh- (A12) and the space-time metric components become completed. The interesting thing in employing two independent harmonic functions X and Y is that the metric cannot be diagonalized so that, unlike the case treated in the paper, we do not need to integrate the metric functions V and W from the twist potential. We remark finally that the method used in this appendix to obtain transcendental solutions was described before. ' 
